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\begin{abstract}
This paper proposes new analytical models to study optical packet switching architectures with multi-fiber interfaces and shared wavelength converters. The multi-fiber extension of the recently proposed Shared-Per-Input-Wavelength (SPIW) scheme is compared against the multi-fiber Shared-Per-Node (SPN) scheme in terms of cost and performance for asynchronous traffic. In addition to using Markov chains and fixed-point iterations for modeling the mono-fiber case, a novel state aggregation technique is proposed to evaluate the packet loss in asynchronous multi-fiber scenario. The accuracy of the performance models is validated by comparison with simulations in a wide variety of scenarios with both balanced and imbalanced input traffic. The proposed analytical models are shown to remarkably capture the actual system behavior in all scenarios we tested. The adoption of multi-fiber interfaces is shown to achieve remarkable savings in the number of wavelength converters employed and their range. In addition, the SPIW solution allows, in particular conditions, a significant number of optical gates compared to the SPN solution. Indeed, SPIW allows, if properly dimensioned, potential complexity and cost reduction compared to SPN, while providing similar performance.
\end{abstract}

1. Introduction

In recent years, optical switching technology has entered a mature phase to support the ever growing bandwidth demands of user applications [1]. At the same time, emerging and future Internet-based services [2,3] to support these user applications call for enhanced flexibility and reconfigurability in transport networks. Packet-based optical networking based on either optical packet switching or optical burst switching, is the most suitable solutions to achieve high network reconfiguration capability and flexibility and has been widely studied and demonstrated as feasible in the last decade [2,4].

One of the main drawbacks of packet-based optical networking is represented by contention which arises as a consequence of the need for resource sharing for optical packets within the network nodes. In conventional electronically switched networks, packet contention is solved in time domain by queuing packets and allowing resource sharing on a time division multiplexing basis. Unfortunately, queuing is not straightforward in optical switching with current optical technologies and contention is instead typically addressed by exploiting wavelength and space domains. Wavelength Converters (WCs) are employed in optical packet/burst switching to exploit the wavelength domain with the purpose of contention resolution. As a matter of fact, when two or more optical packets simultaneously need the same forwarding resource (optical gate, fiber interface, splitter/combiner, etc.) within a node, different wavelengths are used to encode them, by wavelength converting some of the optical signals, thus avoiding wavelength contention [5].
However, in spite of the progress in optical fabrication technology, all-optical WCs are still considered complex and expensive components [1]. For this reason, it is important to limit the number of WCs employed and try to exploit as simple WCs as possible in terms of implementation. In particular, WCs differ on the basis of their tunability and wavelength conversion range. In general, it can be assessed that fixed WCs are simpler to be fabricated with respect to tunable ones [6]. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the quantity and type of WCs employed to obtain a given packet loss performance are related to the specific switch architecture [7].

In order to reduce the number of WCs employed, different schemes for sharing WCs inside an optical switching node have been proposed in the past [8]. In particular, the Shared-Per-Node (SPN) sharing scheme provides the best packet loss performance since WCs are shared among all the incoming packets [8,9]. However, SPN requires tunable-input/tunable-output WCs, being the most complex type of WC, and also a relatively large number of optical gates to connect them. To simplify the complexity of the SPN scheme, the Shared-Per-Input-Wavelength (SPIW) optical switching architecture has been introduced which employs fixed-input/tunable-output WCs [10]. In this architecture, for each wavelength, there is a separate pool of WCs that can be used by all optical packets arriving on this particular wavelength. The SPIW architecture has been demonstrated to have superior properties in regards with its feasibility (fewer optical gates required) [11], power consumption [12] and complexity [9], while performing quite close to the shared-per-node architecture [7,9], as demonstrated in recent research studies [13,14].

The conversion range required by each WC is related to the number of wavelength channels supported by each fiber interface. The adoption of multi-fiber interfaces allows to repeat the same wavelength as many times as the number of fibers allocated at each interface, being them spatially separated [15]. This solution was studied in the past in WDM circuit-switched networks to optimize resources in transport networks [16,17]. Recently, multi-fiber solutions based on the SPN and SPIW sharing scheme have been presented [9] in synchronous setting. Even though the synchronous operation mode guarantees better packet loss performance within a node than the asynchronous one, it requires expensive and complex synchronizers at the input channels. Moreover, synchronous operation requires in general a more complex management at network level. Hence, it is crucial to analyze the performance of the SPN and SPIW schemes in the simpler asynchronous operation. To the best of our knowledge, the study of the multi-fiber SPIW has not yet been performed in asynchronous context in the existing literature. Only the multi-fiber SPN solution has been studied with asynchronous operation [18], so the present paper proposes an analysis of the multi-fiber SPIW and a comparison between the two. Multi-fiber SPIW architecture seems to be attractive in asynchronous operation since it has promising properties in terms of feasibility and power consumption, together with the possibility to limit the conversion range [19]. In the remainder of this paper, the two architectures considered will be referred to as A-MF-SPN (Asynchronous Multi-Fiber Shared-Per-Node) and A-MF-SPIW (Asynchronous Multi-Fiber Shared-Per-Input-Wavelength).

Based on previous motivations, the A-MF-SPIW switch architecture which shares fixed-input WCs is investigated in this paper to analytically obtain the packet loss performance. A similar kind of comparison was presented in [7] for the mono-fiber case whereas the current paper concentrates on the impact of multi-fiber switch interfaces. The assumptions behind the analytical model are:

- Optical packet arrivals to the switch are Poisson.
- Packet lengths are exponentially distributed.
- Packet traffic is allowed to be imbalanced across destination interfaces.
- Packet traffic is balanced across incoming wavelengths.

This paper is an extension of a recently published work in [14] where the analytical model for packet loss evaluation of the A-MF-SPIW scheme has been briefly presented. Compared with the work in [14], in this study:

- A complete description of a novel state aggregation technique to cope with multi-fiber interfaces is presented. Although various state aggregation schemes are available for studying large Markov chains, a state-aggregation method, specifically applied to the problem of interest, is proposed.
- The model is extended to cover the imbalanced input traffic case and to the analysis of the A-MF-SPN scheme as well.
- Validation section is provided where both A-MF-SPIW and A-MF-SPN models are compared with simulation, highlighting the accuracy achieved.
- Relying on the analytical models, the two architectures are extensively compared in terms of both packet loss performance and complexity, highlighting how the A-MF-SPIW not only exploits fixed-input WCs but also requires fewer optical gates in different configurations.
- Again, using the analytical model only, the achievable throughput for both architectures as a function of the number of fibers per interface is evaluated.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the A-MF-SPN and A-MF-SPIW architectures and introduces related formulas for complexity evaluation. Section 3 presents the state aggregation-based methodology to calculate the packet loss probability in A-MF-SPN and A-MF-SPIW. Section 4 discusses model validation, performance comparison and complexity evaluation with respect to the main switch parameters. Finally, Section 5 provides the conclusions of this work.

2. A-MF-SPN and A-MF-SPIW architectures

This section provides the description of the two multi-fiber architectures considered in this paper. Section 2.1 introduces the A-MF-SPN architecture and Section 2.2 describes the A-MF-SPIW architecture.
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The A-MF-SPN architecture (Fig. 1) consists of N input/ output interfaces (II/OIs) each provided with F optical fibers carrying M wavelengths. Hence, the number of channels per interface is \( N_C = MF \). This architecture addresses contention in the wavelength domain and for this purpose it is equipped with a pool of \( N_{WC} \) (\( \approx NMF \)) WCs shared among all the input channels, so among all the incoming packets. For this reason, the \( N_{WC} \) WCs must be tunable-input/tunable-output, since the incoming wavelength of a packet is not pre-determined and this packet might be converted to any of the M available wavelengths. Therefore, the tuning range of a full-range WC is equal to the number of wavelengths per fiber M.

The architecture presented in Fig. 1 is now described in detail. At the input interfaces, channels are de-multiplexed and those related to the same wavelength on the NF input fibers are connected to a space matrix dedicated to that wavelength (see space stage A). In space stage A, M space switching matrices (one per wavelength) are employed for two reasons: first, to provide a modular architecture exploiting small switching matrices as opposed to a single large matrix; second, to minimize the number of Optical Gates (OGs), at least when single-stage space switching matrices are considered. Each one of the M matrices manages contentions for a particular wavelength, thus those matrices are all needed and there is not a duplication of switching resources. OGs can be implemented for example by using Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs), micro-ring resonators, acousto-optical devices and so on [1,20]. Fig. 1 points out that the input fibers are connected to the space matrices in stage A according to a shuffle permutation. Packets arriving at a space matrix can be either directly forwarded to the NF output fibers or forwarded to the \( N_{WC} \) WCs. Therefore, the size of the M space matrices at stage A is \( NF \times (NF+N_{WC}) \).

After the WC stage, at space stage B, each WC is connected to a \( 1 \times NF \) space switch needed to connect it to the output fibers, so there are \( N_{WC} \) space switches with size \( 1 \times NF \). This is not the only possible solution, anyway, for single stage implementations it requires the lowest number of OGs. A set of \( NF \) combiners \( N_{WC} : 1 \), each connected to one of the output fibers, is used to multiplex the signals coming from the \( N_{WC} \) WCs. The \( N_{WC} \) space switches and the NF combiners are interconnected according to a shuffle permutation, so that each WC is connected to all combiners, and vice versa. Finally, at the output fibers, NF combiners \( (M+1) : 1 \) are used to multiplex the signals coming directly from switching stage A (up to M) and the signals coming from the WC pools. Neglecting the signals coming from the WCs, the signals from stage A are connected to the combiners according to a shuffle permutation.

The proposed architecture is equipped with multi-fiber interfaces; this kind of architecture is able to forward up to F packets coming on the same wavelength to the same OI (one packet per fiber), thus partially solving contention among packets on the same wavelength. In the multi-fiber case (\( F=1 \)), only one packet per wavelength can be forwarded to the same OI. Assuming a fixed number of channels per interface \( N_C = MF \), the higher the number of fibers per interface (denoted by F), the better the packet loss performance would be expected even with no wavelength conversion. Furthermore, when wavelength conversion is considered, increasing F allows to reduce the number of WCs needed in the architecture (contention partially solved by multi-fiber solution) and also to reduce the range of each WC (MF constant, if F increases M decreases). This aspect will be further investigated in Section 4. On the other hand, increasing the number of fibers per interface also leads to an increase in the complexity of the architecture in terms of optical devices. Therefore, the optimal trade-off needs to be studied to obtain desired performance with minimum complexity.

The complexity of the A-MF-SPN architecture can be evaluated by observing that the space stage A needs M single-stage space switches of size \( NF \times (NF+N_{WC}) \) while space stage B needs \( N_{WC} \) single-stage space switches of size \( 1 \times NF \). Using basic algebra, the overall complexity can be expressed in terms of the overall number of optical gates \( N_{OG} \):

\[
N_{OG}^{SPN} = N^2 F N_C + N(N_C + F) N_{WC}.
\]

(1)

Considering the first term, the complexity increases linearly with F when \( N_C \) is kept fixed. For the second term, the complexity increases with F if the total number of WCs \( N_{WC} \) is fixed. However, it is important to emphasize that \( N_{WC} \) decreases as F increases (see Section 4) for a fixed desired packet loss probability. Therefore, the dependence of the second term on F needs to be thoroughly evaluated.

2.2. A-MF-SPIW architecture

This section introduces the A-MF-SPIW architecture (Fig. 2) considering again N input/output interfaces (II/OIs) each provided with F optical fibers carrying M wavelengths. The total number of channels per interface is \( N_C = MF \). To solve contention in wavelength domain, the architecture is
equipped with fixed-input/tunable-output WCs which are simpler and less expensive than tunable-input/tunable-output ones [6,9]. WCs are partitioned in $M$ pools of $r (< NF)$ WCs each; each pool serves packets coming on the same wavelength, hence the WCs in a given pool are shared-per-input-wavelength [10]. The total number of WCs is $N_{WC} = Mr$ and their output range is $M$.

The same structure introduced for the A-MF-SPN is maintained. Consequently, at space stage $A$, $M$ space matrices interconnect IIs, OIs and WCs. The real advantage of the A-MF-SPIW architecture compared to the A-MF-SPN comes from the shared-per-input-wavelength scheme itself; only the channels related to a given wavelength need to be connected to the corresponding WC pool, which indeed uses fixed-input WCs. For this reason, a space matrix related to a given wavelength is connected to just $r$ WCs, and not to all $N_{WC}$ WCs as in A-MF-SPN (compare the output of space stage $A$ in Figs. 1 and 2). The space stage $B$ is exactly the same as for A-MF-SPN. Consequently, even though the SPIW sharing scheme requires in general more WCs than SPN, SPIW provides certain advantages in terms of the number of OGs required, as will be evidenced in Section 4.3.

The complexity of the A-MF-SPIW architecture can be evaluated by taking into account that the space stage $A$, the size of each space switch increases as $(NF)^2 + NFR = F^2(N^2 + (N/Nc)N_{WC})$, but the number of space switches $(M = Nc/F)$ is in inverse relationship with $F$. In space stage $B$, the size of each space switch increases as $NF$, and the number of space switches is related to $N_{WC}$, which decreases as $F$ increases.

Both architectures are operated in an asynchronous scenario, where a packet is scheduled as it arrives at the input interface. The packet is forwarded without conversion as first choice. With this purpose, when a packet arrives at the switch on wavelength $w$, the scheduling algorithm randomly selects one fiber (say $f$) on the destination interface for which wavelength $w$ is available and then the packet is forwarded to wavelength $w$ of fiber $f$. If all the wavelength channels related to $w$ are busy then another outgoing wavelength (say $g$) is selected randomly among the ones that are free on at least one fiber. One of such output fibers (say $h$), where wavelength $g$ is available, is randomly selected and the packet is forwarded on wavelength $g$ of fiber $h$ using an available WC. For A-MF-SPN, this means one of the $N_{WC}$ WCs, no matter which one, while for the A-MF-SPIW this means one of the $r$ WCs in the pool dedicated to input wavelength $w$. A packet is lost either when all $Nc$ channels on the destination interface are busy at the time the packet arrives (output blocking) or when the arriving packet requires conversion and all $N_{WC}$ (SPN) or $r$ (SPIW) WCs are busy (converter unavailability). More complex scheduling policies are left for future research. The analytical models presented in Section 3 are developed taking into consideration the scheduling procedure described above.

### 3. State aggregation-based analytical model of A-MF-SPIW and A-MF-SPN

In the proposed model, the traffic destined to OI $n$ ($n = 1, … , N$), is assumed to be a Poisson process with intensity $\lambda^{(n)}$ and overall traffic density is denoted by $\lambda = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \lambda^{(n)}$. The following traffic intensity pattern is used for numerical evaluation:

$$\lambda^{(n)} = \lambda \frac{1-f}{1-f^m} m^{-1}, \quad 1 \leq n \leq N,$$

where $f \geq 1$ is called the traffic imbalance parameter [7,8]. The traffic tends to get more asymmetric across destination OIs as the parameter $f$ increases, whereas in the case $f = 1$ the traffic tends to be symmetric over all OIs. The degree of traffic asymmetry also depends on $N$, i.e., with the same value of $f$, the traffic gets more asymmetric for larger $N$. The utilization of a single-parameter traffic asymmetry model given in formula (3) is crucial to study the impact of traffic imbalance on the performance of the switch under different configurations. The wavelength of an incoming optical packet is also assumed to be uniformly distributed over the $M$ wavelengths, i.e., balanced traffic across incoming wavelengths. This is because the A-MF-SPIW shares WCs among the different wavelengths, so for fairness reason the traffic should be balanced among the wavelengths.
Otherwise, the most loaded wavelengths would experience a higher packet loss, or the number of WCs dedicated to those wavelengths should be increased. Packet lengths are assumed to be exponentially distributed with average set to unity (μ = 1), thus it represents the time unit in this paper. The load per output wavelength channel in the balanced traffic case is denoted by p = λi / (NMF). Even though in the imbalanced traffic case the average load per output wavelength differs from one interface to another, p is still considered as the conventional load per output wavelength when presenting results in the imbalanced traffic case.

First, the analytical model for A-MF-SPIW is described and then the simple modification required to extend the model to the A-MF-SPN case is explained. Let us define X_n^j(t) (0 ≤ X_n^j(t) ≤ F) as the number of occupied output channels using the jth wavelength corresponding to OI n for 1 ≤ j ≤ M, 1 ≤ n ≤ N. Also let Y_l(t) denote the number of WCs occupied at the wavelength converter pool l for 1 ≤ l ≤ M for SPIW. From the description of the problem, it is not difficult to show for SPIW that the multi-dimensional process {X_n^j(t), Y_l(t) : 1 ≤ j ≤ M, 1 ≤ n ≤ N, 1 ≤ l ≤ M} is Markov. However, the corresponding Markov chain is so large rendering any computation infeasible, a phenomenon known as “curse of dimensionality”. Therefore, there is a need for approximative techniques. For a fixed OI n, the state aggregation technique is proposed, by aggregating the states of the process {X_n^j(t) : 1 ≤ j ≤ M} into a new aggregated process L_n(t) which denotes the number of occupied wavelength channels for OI n at time t. The former process has (F + 1)^M states whereas the aggregated process has only N_C + 1 = MF + 1 states. Therefore, a potential for significant state-space reduction is imminent. For the purpose of aggregation, the following two assumptions hold:

- When L_n(t) = i, the probability that an arriving packet at time t requires conversion is approximated by a quantity \( p_{i,n}^{(n)} \), i = 0, 1, ..., N_C - 1, that only depends on i and n. When i = N_C, all wavelength channels on output fiber n are busy, hence \( p_{N_C,n}^{(n)} = 0 \), since an arriving packet can not be forwarded thus it does not require conversion. This probability actually depends on n and also how the i occupied channels are distributed over the M wavelengths and not on the value i only. One of the goals of this paper is to assess if this approximation (for the sake of computation) effectively models the system of interest.

- Given that a packet requires conversion, the probability of this packet finding all converters busy in its associated pool is given by the quantity \( p_B \) and this probability is assumed to be independent of the state of L_n(t) at the epoch of packet arrival. This approximation is valid for relatively large N since the contribution of one single OI n on the aggregate behavior of the converter pool diminishes for larger N as evidenced in our earlier work for the mono-fiber case [7].

Under these assumptions, the random process \( \{L_n(t)\} \) becomes a non-homogeneous Birth–Death (BD) type Markov chain with birth rate \( \lambda_{i,n}^{(n)} \) at state i (the transition rate from state i to i + 1) which is written as

\[
\lambda_{i,n}^{(n)} = \lambda_n^{(n)} \left(1 - p_{i-1,n}^{(n)}\right) + \lambda_0^{(n)} \left(1 - p_B\right), \quad i = 0, \ldots, N_C - 1.
\]

On the other hand, death rate at state i (transition rate from state i to i - 1) is given without loss of generality by \( \mu_{i,n}^{(n)} = \mu_i = i \) since the time unit is equal to the average packet duration.

If the probabilities \( p_{i,n}^{(n)} \) and \( p_B \) were known, then the steady-state probabilities \( \pi_i^{(n)} \) (i = 0, 1, ..., N_C) could be found via

\[
\pi_i^{(n)} = \lim_{t \to \infty} P(L_n(t) = i) = \frac{i-1}{\sum_{k=0}^{N-1} \pi_{k,n}^{(n)}}, \quad 1 \leq i \leq N_C.
\]

where \( \pi_0^{(n)} \) comes from the normalization condition: all probabilities should sum to unity. Using the “Poisson Arrivals See Time Averages” (PASTA) principle, the overall Packet Loss Probability (PLP) for an arbitrary packet would then be given by

\[
PLP = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} \lambda_n^{(n)} \pi_i^{(n)} p_j^{(n)} p_B.
\]

The first term amounts to the case when an arbitrary arriving packet finds all output wavelength channels occupied at its destination OI. On the other hand, the second term considers the case when there are idle channels on OI n but the packet’s conversion requirement is not satisfied due to the lack of an appropriate WC.

The analysis carried out so far applies to both A-MF-SPIW and A-MF-SPN architectures. A novel scheme is now proposed to obtain the quantities \( p_B \) and \( p_{i,n}^{(n)} \) for both architectures. Let us start with the A-MF-SPIW architecture to find the quantity \( p_B \) assuming that \( p_{i,n}^{(n)} \) as known. Note that the intensity of traffic destined to OI n requiring conversion is given by

\[
\nu^{(n)} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_C-1} \lambda_i^{(n)} \pi_i^{(n)} p_j^{(n)}.
\]

In the case of A-MF-SPIW, the intensity of the overall traffic destined to a WC pool dedicated to any one of the wavelengths is denoted by \( \nu_{SPIW} \) which is given by

\[
\nu_{SPIW} = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} \nu^{(n)}}{M}.
\]

since there are N such OIs and the overall traffic is uniformly distributed among M WC pools. Under the assumption that this traffic is Poisson, the quantity \( p_B \) can be obtained using the Erlang-B formula corresponding to the case of r servers fed with Poisson traffic with intensity \( \nu_{SPIW} \).

For the purpose of approximating the quantity \( p_{i,n}^{(n)} \), the following observation is relevant. In the case of no wavelength conversion, i.e., r = 0, the quantities \( p_{i,n}^{(n)} \) can be explicitly found such that the loss probability using (6) is exact. Note that exact solutions are easily obtainable in case r = 0, as presented in the following section. Since the quantity \( p_{i,n}^{(n)} \) in our assumption does not depend on r, we suggest that the quantity \( p_{i,n}^{(n)} \) (that is explicitly found for the case r = 0) is to be used in calculations involving other values of r. Let us now focus on the case r = 0 in which
case for Ol n, M server groups each one with F servers are present and fed with Poisson traffic with intensity \( \lambda^{(n)}/M \). Let \( y_i^{(n)} \) denote the steady-state probability that an arbitrary wavelength \( k, 1 \leq k \leq M \) is occupied on \( l, 0 \leq l \leq F \) fibers on Ol n. Actually, \( y_i^{(n)} \) does not depend on the particular wavelength \( k \)

\[
y_i^{(n)}(l) = \frac{\lambda^{(n)}}{M} y_0^{(n)}, \quad 1 \leq l \leq F, \quad (9)
\]

where \( y_0^{(n)} \) is again obtained using the normalization condition. Let \( x_j^{(n)} \) denote the steady-state probability of \( j, 0 \leq j \leq N_C \) channels being occupied for Ol n when \( r=0 \). The quantity \( x_j^{(n)} \) can be obtained using an M-fold convolution of \( y_i^{(n)} \)

\[
x_j^{(n)} = \sum_{i=0}^{F} \sum_{l_1=0}^{F} \cdots \sum_{l_M=0}^{F} \prod_{i=0}^{M} y_i^{(n)}, \quad j = h_1 + h_2 + \cdots + h_M. \quad (10)
\]

Now, consider the following birth–death process \( X^{(n)}(t) \) with death rate at state \( j \) being equal to \( j \) and birth rate \( \beta_j^{(n)} \) expressed as:

\[
\beta_j^{(n)} = \frac{(j+1)x_{j+1}^{(n)}}{x_j^{(n)}}, \quad j = 0, 1, \ldots, N_C - 1. \quad (11)
\]

It is clear from the global balance equations of this Markov chain that \( x_j^{(n)} \) is the steady-state probability \( \lim_{t \to \infty} P(X^{(n)}(t) = j) \). When \( r=0 \), the one-dimensional Markov chain \( (X^{(n)}(t)) \) constructed above using \( x_j^{(n)} \) as its birth rates has the steady-state probabilities \( x_j^{(n)} \) and therefore can be used to exactly characterize the system behavior when \( r=0 \). In this paper, \( p_i^{(n)} \) is chosen such that the birth rates of the two Markov chains corresponding to \( L^{(n)}(t) \) and \( X^{(n)}(t) \) are the same when \( r=0 \) and thus \( p_B = 1 \) (loss due to lack of WCs). By comparing (4) and (11) with \( p_B = 1 \), \( \lambda^{(n)}(1 - \beta_0^{(n)}) = \beta_1^{(n)} \) is obtained or equivalently

\[
p_i^{(n)} = 1 - \frac{\beta_i^{(n)}}{\lambda_i^{(n)}}, \quad i = 0, 1, \ldots, N_C - 1. \quad (12)
\]

By choosing \( p_i^{(n)} \) in this way, a one-dimensional Markov chain \( L^{(n)}(t) \) is applied to correctly find the loss probabilities for the case \( r=0 \). For the case \( r>0 \), the same expression (12) to write \( p_i^{(n)} \) is used. Note from (4) that as \( r \to \infty \) then \( p_B \to 0 \) and the process \( L^{(n)}(t) \) approaches to an Erlang loss system with \( N_C \) servers offered with Poisson traffic with intensity \( \lambda^{(n)} \) and the approximative approach presented in (12) therefore becomes also exact in this regime. Consequently, the approach of using (12) for conversion requirement probabilities provides exact results in both ends of the spectrum for \( r \), namely for cases in which \( r=0 \) and \( r \to \infty \). The main principle underlying our approximative approach is to use (12) throughout the entire spectrum for \( r \).

Note that in the above procedure \( p_B \) is evaluated using a fixed-point procedure. To summarize this procedure, first \( p_B^{(n)} \) is obtained as given in (12). Then the fixed-point iterative process is started with an arbitrary initial value for \( p_B \) to construct the Markov chain for the process \( L^{(n)}(t) \) for each \( n \). The corresponding Markov chain is then solved to find the probabilities \( \pi^{(n)}_i \), and then the probability \( p_B \) is re-calculated as the loss probability of an Erlang loss system with \( r \) servers considering Poisson traffic with intensity \( v_{SPN} \), defined in formula (8). The overall loss probability PLP is obtained by the formula (6). This procedure is then repeated until convergence, i.e., until two successive values for PLP are as close to each other as desired. Once the fixed-point iterations converge, PLP is used as an approximation for the packet loss probability of the switch.

On the other hand, for the case of A-MF-SPN, the only part of the algorithm that requires modification is the part where \( p_B \) is obtained. For this purpose, the intensity of overall traffic destined to the shared-per-node WC pool is denoted by \( v_{SPN} \) and is given by

\[
v_{SPN} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} v^{(n)}. \]

The quantity \( p_B \) is then found using the Erlang-B formula corresponding to the case of \( N_{WC} \) servers offered with Poisson traffic with intensity \( v_{SPN} \). All other parts of the proposed model remain the same as for the A-MF-SPIW scheme.

4. Numerical results

This section presents: the validation of the proposed models comparing analytical and simulation results (Section 4.1); the comparison between A-MF-SPIW and A-MF-SPN in terms of packet loss (Section 4.2) using only the analytical model; the complexity analysis and comparison between the two architectures (Section 4.3) again using the analytical model.

4.1. Validation of the analytical models

Simulation results have been obtained by applying the random scheduling procedure described in Section 2 to Poisson arrivals. The confidence interval of the simulations is less than or equal to 10% of the average PLP, with 95% probability. To provide a fair comparison between architectures, the quantity called Conversion Ratio, \( CR = (N_{WC}/NNC) = r/(NF) \), is introduced. The range of values for \( CR \) is between 0 (no conversion case) and 1 (one WC per channel). It is worthwhile noting that for the A-MF-SPIW architecture, only some discrete values of \( CR \) are allowed; in fact, each time a WC per wavelength is added (i.e., \( r \) increases by one unit), \( N_{WC} \) increases by \( M \) units (Section 2.2).

Fig. 3(a) and (b) presents model validation in the mono-fiber case (\( F=1 \)) for A-MF-SPN and A-MF-SPIW, respectively. Analytical (A) and simulation (S) results are compared. PLP is presented as a function of \( CR \) as in the case \( N=32, N_C = MF = 16, F=1 \) and load \( p \) varying from 0.2 to 0.8. The figures point out how the analysis is very close to simulation for both A-MF-SPN and A-MF-SPIW.
In the case of A-MF-SPIW, the analytical model slightly underestimates the PLP, especially when the load and PLP are low. Indeed, at light loads, the approximation in loss evaluation at the WC pools influences the overall loss more significantly. Both models provide anyway good results and they exactly capture the asymptotic values of the PLP, which are only related to output blocking. Moreover, the value of CR at which the asymptotic value of the PLP is attained, is also well approximated by the analytical model, which returns slightly optimistic values.

Fig. 4(a) and (b) depicts the same scenario for the multi-fiber case. The PLP is plotted as in the case N=32, N_c = MF = 16, F=4 (mono-fiber case) and load p varying from 0.2 to 0.8. For the multi-fiber F=4 case, the models provide also remarkably accurate results compared to simulations. Hence, the models are able to capture the role of the multi-fiber solution in solving contentions among packets in the space domain by exploiting wavelength reuse in different fibers. It is also possible to see how the number of WCs needed to reach the asymptotic value of the PLP is lower when F=4 compared with the previous case F=1 (Fig. 3), proving that the multi-fiber solution allows to substantially reduce the number of WCs and their range, since the number of wavelengths is \( M = N_c/F = 4 \) as opposed to \( M=16 \) (\( F=1 \) case).

This observation is even more evident in Fig. 5(a) and (b) depicting the PLP as a function of CR as in the case N=32, N_c = MF = 16, F=4 (multi-fiber case) and load p varying from 0.2 to 0.8.
turn out to be more correlated, a situation which is not captured by the analytical model. This situation is emphasized for relatively smaller switch sizes \( N \) and larger number of wavelengths \( M \). In any case, the proposed computationally efficient model captures very well the general behavior of the PLP for a wide range of scenarios. It can be used to find the limit value of \( CR \) above which no more loss probability reduction is possible, i.e., asymptotic loss probability is attained. Observe that when the model for the A-MF-SPIW is used to estimate the number of WCs needed to reach asymptotic loss, the actual loss (indicated by simulation) would be higher than the asymptotic one, but in the same order of magnitude. This is true even when the discrepancy between analysis and simulation for A-MF-SPIW is relevant in the region where the loss rapidly decreases (Figs. 6(b) and 7(b)).

Comparison between analysis and simulation is presented for imbalanced traffic in Fig. 8(a) and (b), for A-MF-SPN and A-MF-SPIW, respectively. PLP is plotted as a function of \( CR \), as in the case \( N=32, N_C=MF=16, F=2 \) (multi-fiber case), load \( p=0.2 \) and imbalance parameter \( f=1.00, 1.01, 1.05 \) and 1.10. Both figures highlight that the models capture the effects related to imbalanced traffic profile, providing accurate approximations of PLP. The PLP rapidly increases as \( f \) increases due to the fact that some of the OIs are relatively more loaded than the others, especially in scenarios when \( N \) is high. As a matter of fact, the imbalance traffic intensities are related to the number of interfaces \( N \) by observing formula 3 in Section 3. Indeed, being the imbalance traffic intensities proportional to \( f^n/C0 \) in formula 3, when \( N \) is large, the OI \( N \) will be quite loaded due to the high value of \( N \), compared to the others, leading to very high loss. This effect is captured by the models, which can then be applied even for imbalanced scenarios.

4.2. Performance comparison of A-MF-SPN and A-MF-SPIW

This section compares the proposed architectures in terms of PLP using analytical results only since it has been proven in the previous section that analytical models provide accurate approximations of PLP. In this section graphs plot packet loss for A-MF-SPIW and A-MF-SPN together, thus providing a direct comparison.

Figs. 9(a) and (b) compare A-MF-SPN and A-MF-SPIW architectures in mono-fiber and multi-fiber cases, respectively. In particular, PLP is presented as a function of the
conversion ratio $CR$ varying load $p$ from 0.2 to 0.8 as in the case $N=32$, $N_C = MF = 16$, $F=1$ (a) and $F=4$ (b). Both architectures provide the same asymptotic PLP, which is indeed related to output blocking only, and it is not related to the sharing scheme. The results clearly demonstrate how in the mono-fiber case the A-MF-SPN allows to reach the asymptotic value of PLP with a fewer number of WCs compared to A-MF-SPIW, especially when the load in low, allowing to save a substantial number of WCs and thus reduce the overall cost related to WC use. Nevertheless, there is marginal difference between the two architectures in the multi-fiber case, given that in this case both architectures allow to reach the asymptote with a relatively small number of the WC stages. This also highlights that the A-MF-SPIW performance greatly improves as the number of fibers $F$ increases (compare Fig. 9(a) and (b) for SPIW).

Figs. 10(a) and (b) confirm the improvement of the A-MF-SPIW as $F$ increases by presenting the PLP in case the number of fibers per interface is varied, for two different scenarios. PLP is presented as a function of the conversion ratio $CR$, $F$ varying between 1 and 8, in the cases: (a) $N=32$, $N_C = MF = 16$, $p=0.3$ and (b) $N=16$, $N_C = MF = 32$, $p=0.45$. Both figures highlight how A-MF-SPN and A-MF-SPIW performance improves as $F$ increases; this improvement is particularly more emphasized for the A-MF-SPIW and in figure 10(b) where A-MF-SPIW needs a very high number of WCs in the mono-fiber case ($CR > 0.8$). Under this configuration where $M$ is relatively large compared to $N$, the A-MF-SPIW sharing scheme for mono-fiber case is less efficient; WCs are partitioned in too many pools ($M=32$) each sharing few ($N=16$) channels and the CR needed to reach the asymptote is very high. This effect has been presented in previous papers for the mono-fiber case and it has been proven that SPIW scheme is more efficient for high $N$ [7,21]. However, these new results illustrate how the multi-fiber solution alleviates this problem even with $F=2$, allowing more than 50% reduction in the number of WCs for both Fig. 10(a) and (b). For SPN, the improvement due to increasing $F$ is more limited, considering that even the mono-fiber case reaches the asymptote with few WCs.

To complete the comparison, Figs. 11(a) and (b) depict the PLP varying the number of channels per fiber $M$ for mono-fiber and multi-fiber cases, respectively (as a consequence $N_C$ varies accordingly). PLP is presented as a
function of the conversion ratio $CR$ varying $M$ (16, 24, 32) as in the case $N=16$, $p=0.4$ and $F=1$ (a), $F=2$ (b). The figures show how the asymptotic value of PLP moves to lower values as $M$ increases due to the statistical multiplexing gain, providing much better performance with larger $M$. When the architectures are not provided with a sufficient number of WCs, the PLP is the same for all values of $M$, because in this case the PLP is dominated by the loss due to the lack of WCs. However, as $CR$ increases the PLP moves to different asymptotic values for different values of $M$. The threshold value of $CR$ needed to reach the asymptote is much lower for the multi-fiber case, especially for SPIW.

Figs. 12(a) and (b) plot the PLP varying the number of II/OIs, $N$. PLP is presented as a function of the conversion ratio $CR$, varying $N$ (N=4, 8, 16) as in the case $N_C = MF = 24$, $p=0.3$ and $F=1$ (a), $F=3$ (b). The first figure confirms that in mono-fiber case, A-MF-SPIW provides very poor performance when $N$ is small, as described above, while the performance rapidly improves as $N$ increases. The A-MF-SPN is able to provide good results for all values of $N$; even in this case performance is slightly better with increased $N$. Once again the multi-fiber solution provides remarkable improvement for the A-MF-SPIW architecture and the gap between the two architectures become less evident not only with increased $F$ but also with increased $N$.

Figs. 13(a) and (b) show the achievable throughput that can be obtained by fixing a target PLP $< 10^{-4}$, for A-MF-SPN and A-MF-SPIW, respectively. Throughput is presented as a function of the number of fibers per interface, $F$, varying the conversion ratio $CR$ in the case $N=16$, $N_C = MF = 32$. Note that $F$-axis is logarithmic (base 2) in these figures. When $CR=0$, i.e., no wavelength conversion is available, the effectiveness of $F$ in increasing throughput is low, unless high $F$ is assumed, in both architectures. By comparing the two figures, it is possible to see how the A-MF-SPN is able to reach high throughput even when the $CR$ is limited. For A-MF-SPN, a substantial improvement with respect to the case $CR=0$ can be obtained even with $CR=1/64$ for larger values of $F$. On the other hand, the A-MF-SPIW requires a higher $CR$ to get high throughput; in this case improvements can be observed at $CR=1/16$. The maximum throughput is reached by increasing $CR$ according to the number of fibers provided; the larger the number of fibers, the lower the $CR$ needed. By combining wavelength conversion capability and multi-fiber configuration, the maximum throughput can be achieved with
reasonable values of \( F \). For example, the maximum throughput can be reached in the mono-fiber case \((F=1)\) with \( CR = 1/2 \) for A-MF-SPN whereas the choice of even \( CR = 3/4 \) is not enough to achieve the maximum throughput for A-MF-SPIW. Having fixed the conversion ratio, the minimal number of fibers \( F \) per interface can be obtained by these graphs to achieve maximum throughput. When \( CR \) is high enough, the A-MF-SPIW is anyway able to provide similar throughput as the A-MF-SPN, which is important to validate that the two architectures present similar performance in this case; therefore they need to be evaluated in terms of complexity. This comparison is presented in the following section.

4.3. Complexity comparison for A-MF-SPN and A-MF-SPIW

This section provides a complexity comparison in terms of the number of WCs and OGs needed to reach asymptotic loss according to the switch parameters \( N, M, F, \) and \( p \). Figs. 14(a) and (b) sketch the total number of WCs \( N_{WC} \) and OGs \( N_{OG} \) needed to obtain PLP asymptotic loss performance. PLP is presented as a function of \( F \) (log2 X scale) as in the case: (a) \( N=32, N_C=16, p=0.3 \) and (b) \( N=16, N_C=32, p=0.45 \). Under these configurations, asymptotic loss is in the range of \( 2e^{-5} \) in both cases, as shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b).

The number of WCs \( N_{WC-th} \) needed to obtain the asymptotic PLP that are presented in Fig. 14(a) and (b), can be obtained for both A-MF-SPN and A-MF-SPIW by Fig. 10(a) and (b), respectively, recalling \( CR = N_{WC}/N_{NC} \). The number of OGs \( N_{OG} \) can then be obtained by formulas (1) and (2) for A-MF-SPN and A-MF-SPIW, respectively, calculated with the values \( N_{WC-th} \) of the previous step. Figs. 14(a) and (b) help us to draw the following key conclusions: First, the number of WCs \( N_{WC-th} \) rapidly decreases as \( F \) increases, as expected, especially for A-MF-SPIW which requires a considerable number of WCs in the mono-fiber case. For both configurations, A-MF-SPN requires fewer WCs. When \( F \) is high, the two architectures require almost the same number of WCs. The number of OGs linearly increases with \( F \) for A-MF-SPIW showing the same trend for both figures, while the behavior for the A-MF-SPN is strongly related to the switch configuration. In Fig. 14(a), the number of OGs required by the two architectures is not very different when \( F > 1 \), with the A-MF-SPIW requiring a much fewer number of OGs only when \( F = 1 \). In Fig. 14(b), instead, the A-MF-SPIW allows a relevant saving in the number of OGs.
even in the multi-fiber case when $F$ is not very large, thus allowing a reduction in implementation complexity. When $F$ increases, the complexities of the two architectures in terms of optical gates tend to be the same, because in that case both formulas (1) and (2) are dominated by the first term, which is identical. It is worth to remember that the range of WCs employed in A-MF-SPIW is narrower with respect to A-MF-SPN and this is expected to allow more feasible solutions.

The A-MF-SPN allows to save WCs with respect to the A-MF-SPIW, which are in the order of few hundreds or even less, in all configurations. When $N$ is small and $N_c$ is high (Fig. 14(b)), A-MF-SPIW scheme allows to save a relevant number of OGs, which are in the order of tens of thousands. In particular, in the cases $F=1$ and $F=2$, the A-MF-SPIW scheme allows to save a significant number of OGs, which would suggest to maintain the multi-fiber interface with a relatively small number of fibers. Hence, the A-MF-SPIW scheme saves a significant amount of OGs compared to A-MF-SPN, thus leading to potential complexity reduction, since when $F=2$, the number of WCs is also greatly reduced. Instead, when $N$ is large (Fig. 14(a)), the complexity is dominated by the number of OGs needed to interconnect the input fibers to the output fibers (first term of the formulas), so the complexity is almost the same for both sharing schemes (same number of fibers).

5. Conclusions

In this paper, novel state-aggregation based analytical models are presented to evaluate packet loss in asynchronous optical switches with multi-fiber interfaces and shared wavelength converters. Besides filling a methodological gap regarding A-MF-SPIW and A-MF-SPN, and validating the analytical approach against simulations, the paper produces practical numerical results and comparisons regarding the switch behavior in balanced and imbalanced traffic scenarios and also the savings in number of optical gates achieved by the A-MF-SPIW approach. The A-MF-SPIW solution is demonstrated to be a flexible approach to achieve overall switch cost optimization including both wavelength converters and space switching subsystems.
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